**GROUT PACKER**

**PROCEDURE:**
- Insert Packer in the drill hole and expand by means of handle and threaded tube until packer is secure in the hole. Test security by trying to pull out by hand.
- Packers are designed to withstand pressure generated by a Clark M150 Grout Pump and are not to exceed 500psi.
- Attach grout hoses and secure connection with safety clips before applying grout pressure.
- After completing grouting, close valve at entrance to Grout Packer.
- Packer can be released and removed after grout has set and while it is still green.

**Applications**
- Grout Injection
- De-watering of strata
- Slab jacking
- Gas drainage

**Packer Length**
Packer length must be appropriate to the length of the hole and when expanded must be secure in the hole.

**Various sizes available**
- Hole bore Ø35 to Ø110mm
- Lengths from 0.5m to 2m
- Special sizes made on request